March Kudos
CLAS Faculty Accepted to FACET!

Lisa Zwicker
Anne Magnan-Park
Anna Savvopoulou
General Studies

• Carolyn Schult moderated a roundtable at the Society for Research in Child Development’s Developmental Science Teaching Institute titled: “Flipping the Developmental Science Classroom: Challenges and Opportunities”
Sociology and Anthropology

- **Scott Sernau** is just back from the Costa Rica trip: 34 students, and an expanded service learning project that included work with a rural school: painting, teaching English, doing health and dental health education and home and fire safety.

- **Chantel White** and her co-investigator, Noah Kaye, received a Dumbarton Oaks Project Grant to begin a new survey project at an early Byzantine site in Greece this summer. They will be conducting an initial geophysical and pedestrian survey with field school students from IU South Bend and other schools.
Sociology and Anthropology, cont’d.

• **Josh Wells** had a book proposal accepted: “Archaeological Informatics Ethics in Practice: International Perspectives on Digital Methodologies and their Outcomes.”

• **Dawn Rutecki**, our current Future Faculty Teaching Fellow, is co-editing a special issue of the SAA Archaeological Record: “Towards an Inclusive Queer Archaeology” Special Issue

• **David Blouin and Alison Moss** published a paper together: “Graduate Student Teacher Training: Still Relevant (and Missing?) 20 Years Later” in *Teaching Sociology*
Sociology/Anthropology, cont’d.

• The department will have a Future Faculty Teaching Fellow for yet another year! We will be joined by Aynur Onur, a PhD candidate in cultural anthropology from IU Bloomington. Among other topics, her research interests include anthropology of the military, women in the military, and Turkish and Middle East Studies.
Physics

• **Physics major Jonathan Wells** has been admitted to Purdue's graduate program in the School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, in addition to the University of Notre Dame's Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, complete with fellowship support. Jon is a straight-A student, and he has been working intensely with Ilan Levine for the past couple of years in the search for dark matter.
Mathematics

• **Anna Savvopoulou** has been granted membership in FACET

• **Caroline Shapcott** was the accompanying faculty mentor for 8 IU South Bend students participating in the Indiana College Mathematics Contest on March 13.
Psychology

- Kathy Ritchie presented at the Society for Research in Child Development on March 17, 2015. The poster was titled, “Fighting, Bonding, and Childhood Clutter: The Impact of Children on Shared Family Space in the American Family Room Project.”
• Benjamin Balthaser was invited to a workshop at the University of Toronto, where he presented his paper "Beyond Apocalypse: Ruinscape and Ruination in China, Japan, and the United States".

• Chu He and Shawn Nichols-Boyle received an IU Overseas Study Program Development Grant to create a new international program for IUSB students in Ireland.
English

• **Anne Magnan-Park** was accepted to FACET. Anne also gave talks for the Indigenous Worlds project ("History of Practice of Translating Maori Writing") and for UCET's Active Learning Institute ("Literary Translation & Undergraduate Research")

• **Elaine Roth** received a New Frontiers Exploratory Travel Fellowship
History

- Lisa Zwicker accepted into FACET
- Ethan Horvath (political science & German majors, international programs intern) was accepted to the MPA program at Bloomington
- Samantha Greulach (history major, WGS minor) was accepted to Ball State MA in history with funding
History

• Jason Rose (history major, WGS minor, international programs intern) was accepted with full funding to Western Michigan history MA program and the Ball State MA program with full funding

• Maddie Kindig (history minor, German major, international programs intern) was accepted to an MA program The Ohio State German languages and literatures with full funding